LET’S PLAY!

We’re accordion fans too! Get your favorite
songbooks from Santorella Publications here!

Santorella Publications will always cherish this incredible instrument
as it is an important part of our heritage. In 1898, at nine years old,
my grandfather Joseph Santorella left his home in Naples to
come to America. He was told to bring only the necessities. The few
essentials he chose were the clothes on his back, a trowel, and his
beloved accordion.
My grandfather worked tirelessly as a stone mason during the day
and played his accordion nightly to earn enough to collect his family
By the time he was 15, he learned English, became a US citizen
and saved enough money to bring his parents and siblings to the
“Land of Opportunity”. When Joseph raised his own family, it was
important that all his children learned the trade and carried on the
tradition of making music with a “squeeze box”. Every gathering
included home-made bread, wine and pasta and never concluded
without a chorus of accordions playing traditional Italian favorites.
Most accordion lovers have a similar story that has fueled their
desire to play. Two generations after Joseph’s amazing journey,
Santorella Publications has emerged as the only publisher to
aggressively produce and promote new products for this magnificent
instrument. Join us as we strive to keep our heritage alive.

Contact Us Today! (978) 750-0566 · info@santopub.com · www.santorellapublications.com

WE TEACH ACCORDION
The accordion is back! Embrace the movement & discover why so many people love to play!

ENDORSED BY
The Accordion Teachers’
Association of Massachusetts

Book 1A• TS216

Book 1B • TS217

Book 2 • TS218

Book 3 • TS219

Santorella’s Complete Accordion Method
This “Award Winning” method is a catalyst for building a solid musical foundation for any student. This comprehensive introduction
to the accordion includes underlying concepts that are appropriate for both private and group instruction. This best selling method
is not just for kids. It introduces the fundamentals of music theory to students of all ages including improvisation and transposition
techniques. Completing this course instills performance-ready confidence in all students by giving them the tools to play most
any song. This incredible course provides an upbeat and practical approach for learning how to play the accordion. Self-taught
musicians will appreciate the play-along accompaniment CDs recorded at two different tempos. Santorella’s Accordion Method by
Jay Latulippe and Sonny Doss is educational, challenging, entertaining & fun.

ALL BOOKS INCLUDE
INSTRUCTIONAL CDS
How To Play Accordion · TS194
How To Play Accordion is an easy-to-follow guide that contains logical lessons for beginners with
helpful diagrams and photos. Designed for the adult beginner, this clear & precise method has explicit
instructions with diagrams & sketches that details basic music theory and aids in a basic understanding
of the accordion. An instructional CD recorded by Henry Doktorski, dedicated to Pietro “Lee” Deiro, is
included to further guide the student to his/her ultimate goal. Lee was a dear friend & contributed greatly
towards its content. Once you’ve developed a solid musical foundation, you’ll have tons of fun learning
an assortment of time tested standards to test your skills & build an impressive performance repertoire.

How To Play Button Accordion
Enjoy learning how to play this celebrated instrument with Santorella’s quick, fun and easy method! Since
the button accordion is a transposing instrument, all music is written in the key of C. Therefore, once the
student learns the notes & fingerings for just one scale, it can be applied to all other melodies written for
any other button box. This simplifies the learning process and allows the student to make rapid progress.
This unique course uses the solfege method of identifying notes as well as traditional notation for even
faster learning. Santorella’s Button Accordion Course by Henry Doktorski is the perfect introduction for
anyone who is new to the button accordion and eager to learn how to play this wonderful instrument.
Volume One • TS110

Volume Two • TS109

Volume Three • TS108
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